
Data evaluation and sites
selection

ALL HABITATS SPECIES

Number of features based on annexes 168 65 103

Number of GIS layers for GRID creation: 104 18 90



1. Conversion of layers of distribution of different shape 
types (lines and polygons) into grid with cell size 25x25 m

Example of conversion of polygon 
and line layers of species 
Austropotamobium torrentium
into GRID layer of two values 
(1=presence, 0=absence)



2. “Normalization” of habitat grid layers - Only one  
habitat type per 25x25 m pixel is allowed

• All habitat grid layers were ranked according to data 
quality and total area of their distribution in BiH

• Habitats from the beginning of the rank are clipped  
out from those which follows

Rank of habitat types: h8310 < h3220 < h91D0 < h6230 < H9180 < h4070new < h9260 < 
h95A0 < h9250 < h5130new < h3270 < h91R0 < h9530new < h6210 < h9280 < 91E0new 
< h9410new < h9110new

Example of habitat type 9410 clipped out from 9110

< h9410new < h9110new



3. Summation of all overlapped habitat grids and 
species grids

Grid of overlapped 18 layers of habitats Grid of overlapped 90 layers of species



4. Selection of appropriate percentage from total area 
of distribution for each species and habitat and for 
each biogeographical region– minimal percentage for 
all features is 20% and for priority features 60%

Each grid layer of distribution was combined with grid 
layer of overlapped species and habitats and layer of 
biogeographical regions

Cumulative percentage of each biogeographical region Cumulative percentage of each biogeographical region 
from the most overlapped pixels to less overlapped 
pixels of combined grid layer was calculated – it was 
used for selecting “most overlapped” parts of the 
distribution layers



1. Distribution grid layer of Canis lupus 2. Cumulative percentage for each biogeographical region

3. Partial (60%)  area of distribution of 
Canis lupus



5. Combining of all partial grid layers to produce the 
first layer of sites – base of the network

393 sites
22,5 % of area of BiH
11538 km²



6. For each feature (species and habitat) and for each 
biogeographical region the percentage of it’s 
covering by the network was calculated 



7. Borders of selected sites have to be corrected 
(added, deleted, reshaped) manually on the base of 
physical maps and local knowledge. Also “big” 
polygons could be divided into smaller (manageable) 
parts. Then calculation of percentage from step 6 has 
to be done to check if all layers are covered 
according to threshold. This iterative process is 
running untill appropriate result is achieved.running untill appropriate result is achieved.



8. For each site a percentage of area of each feature 
was calculated  - this is important for identifying 
importance of the site for feature conservation



9. Each species/habitat feature should be checked if 
new created network is appropriate for it.

- If the network covers all its top localities
- If the network is coherent for feature, it means it 

representatively covers all its area of distribution
- If the network covers appropriate percentage of its - If the network covers appropriate percentage of its 

area of distribution

This is very important part of site selection process, 
which all available experts should consider


